
SPRING | SUMMER COLLECTION

LUXURY HANDBAGS MADE IN FLORENCE



Luxury leather handbags since 1954
Made in Florence - Italy

Be testimonial of beautyness.

SUNNY YELLOW

PEONY PINK

PEACOCK BLUE

ACID LIME

Colors of Summer



One of a kind reversible bucket bag, Viceversa is made of a soft grainy calfskin on one side 
and with a smooth nappa leather printed with multicolor floral pattern on the other side. The 

dynamic removable flap is embellished with the Sapaf Atelier 1954 iconic buckle.
Large size. 

Lively, roomy and original.

Spring Summer Collection



Reversible bucket - Peacock Blue



Reversible bucket - Acid Lime



Reversible bucket - Sunny Yellow Reversible bucket - Sunny Yellow



Alligator Belt Bag - Acid Lime



Alligator mini shopper - Peacock Blue



Handbag in soft and precious yellow sun calfskin, the gussets on the sides, closed by a 
zipper, hide a floral motif printed on a soft nappa leather. Fully lined in soft microsuede. 

The flap is embellished with the iconic buckle of Sapaf Atelier 1954. 
Medium size.

Lively and contemporary.

Handbag - Sunny Yellow



Hobo with shoulder strap - Sunny Yellow



Small size of our backpack in soft calfskin, in yellow nuance, the gussets on the sides, 
closed by a zipper, hide a floral motif printed on a soft nappa leather. Fully lined in soft 
microsuede. Zip-puller decorated with leather tassel. Closed by a flap, embellished with 

the iconic buckle of Sapaf Atelier 1954. Adjustable straps and comfortable leather handle, 
to wear it as you prefer. 

Medium size.
Versatile and functional.

Small backpack - Sunny Yellow



Small shoulder bag - Peony Pink



Shoulder bag - Peacock Blue

Crossbody in smooth blue peacock calfskin with flap and magnetic closure, presents a 
vintage and sophisticated design that reminds to a shield. Floral motif printed on the front-
side of the bag. Lined in soft microsuede, has an internal flat pocket and gold metal details 
inspired by the 80s collection. Special gussets sides and adjustable leather shoulder strap. 

Medium size.
Refined and original.



Boston bag - Peacock Blue Shoulder bag - Peacock Blue



Celebrity

Mini bag - Silver

Celebrity is a limited edition line of clutch bags that reinterprets an iconic Sapaf Atelier 
1954 model from the early sixties. 

The Liberty design that has always identified the company is reproduced on the bag. The 
design is digitally printed on the leather in a wide range of colors. 

The brass handle was specially created by a Florentine craftsman based on the original 
model.



Tejus chain pochette - Peacock Blue



Alligator Chain pochette - Flaming Red



Chain Pochette - White and Green



Replica 1954

The "Replica 1954" collection faithfully reproduces the first bag created in 1954 by 
Silvano Calistri, founder of the company. A mini bag in hand-painted leather decorated 

with gold leaf, using a mold and a hand press from the '50s.

Produced in a numbered series, Replica embodies the essence of Sapaf: to create 
products of excellence in which the precious traces of handmade are recognizable to the 

naked eye. 



Ostrich pochette with chain - Tan Pochette with chain - Candy Pink



Alligator Pochette with chain - Peacock Blue Pochette with chain - White



Pochette with chain - Sunny Yellow
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